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Huge Lectures Flood Curriculum w ellesley Gets New Head As 
Due to the overwhelming success political science classes numbering ill-equipped for the "real world"; the Goldwater Attains Presidency 
of the two new lecture courses at close to forty. " Who are we to stem new courses are an attempt to rem-
Wellesley this year, a majority of the tide of history, to stand in the edy the situation. It is also believed 
the courses offered in 196EH>7 will be way of progress?" she demanded. that suffering together will lend co-
of this type, the Curriculum Com- Furthermore, the committee be- hesiveness to the student body. 
mittee announced yesterday. lieves the conversion to large lecture A further advantage will be the 
The committee explained that, un- classes will be economically profit- opportunity to employ guest lecturers 
beknownst to the student body and able. With the money saved by hiring from other schools. This might be 
faculty at large: the two courses this fewer teachers <the aim is a student- extended to distinguished people in 
year had been "trial balloons," de- faculty ratio of 100 to 1 > the school the arts and public cnfairs. The 
signed to test the advisability of such will- be able to pay the night watch- school is also making tentative in-
a syste!l1, while·masqueradi?g under men and campus police more money, quiries into renting a computer Cno, 
the gwse of merely providing "a lengthening the curfew. Also being Eros is booked solid> to correct the 
dllferent educational experience." planned is a new lecture hall, which objective tests administered in the 
Utmost Secrecy wHJ accommodate everyone, and lectures. "Eventually," ruminated 
While w~ hastily scribbled notes, have double the number of doors, one far-sighted member, "we may be 
regarded slides, a'ld spent a good 20 to facilitate faster entry a'ld exit. able to dispense with a faculty alto-
minutes each of the four times a Real World Outside gether." 
week we herded ourselves into and The spokesman also declared that 'The committee's plan was not 
out of Pendleton, sampling the glor- the majority of Wellesley girls are Continued on page three 
ies of Hellenic and Chinese civiliza-
tions, the Curriculum Committee, 
deep in the recesses of Green, was 
perfecting its program. 
The goal of this, Wellesley's first 
Five-Year Plan, is to convert all 
courses to "one big happy family 
type" classes of the Extradepart-
mental models, except for art studio 
courses, seminars, 290 and 350 work, 
and physical education courses. 
These will be retained in their pres-
ent form, in order to preserve the 
diversity upon which Wellesley has 
always prided itseU. 
Plans for '66-67 
Next year. the committee indi-
cated, all 101 courses a'ld Bible 104 
lthe obvious one> will go the way of 
Extradepartmental 101 and 220. In 
addition, four additional required lec-
ture courses are to be introduced: 
Extradepartmental 102, 224, 225, and 
226, respectively Introduction to Of-
fice Skills, Urban Planning, Subur-
ban Planning, and Rural Planning. 
Senate Declares Its Own End, 
Blames Fall On Loss Of Faith 
Senate is no more! 
In one of its first decisive moves 
this year Senate 'voted to dissolve it-
seU in an emergency meeting called 
Tuesday night by Louise Knight '66, 
president of College Government. 
Inability to Decide 
Louise told the members of the 
body that numerous occasions this 
year have pointed up Senate's inabil-
ity lo reach a decision. She noted 
that students were becoming increas-
ingly more skeptical of Senate's pow-
er. This student body skepticism had 
caused the officers of C. G. to re-
examine the bureaucratic set-up, and 
it was their mutual decision lhat the 
reasons for the skepticism of the stu-
dent body were indeed well founded. 
decisions will now go through Mrs. 
Eleanor Tenney, director of resi-
dence. It was suggested that petitions 
requesting change cguld be presented 
to her and she could then decide on 
these as they came to her. 
Wellesley's student government 
body is not the first to come to a 
realization of its lur ... aUv.1:.. Last 
year the Harvard Undergraduate 
Council disbanded itself because they 
felt that their decisions which were 
numerous and often excellent went 
unheeded. Being only a student or-
ganization, they would only pass thmr 
recommendations on to the admin-
istration. 
Wellesley's College Government ob-
viously did not have this problem as 
both faculty and administration rep-
resentatives were members of it. Its 
sole inadequacy was a terrible in-
ability to make decisions. 
by Barbery Eden '66 
Barry Goldwater will be the ninth 
president of Wellesley College. 
The surprise announcement came 
from Mr. John R. Quarles, chair-
man of the Board of Trustees, during 
a chapel talk this morning to about 
30 people. The ex-senator from Ari-
zona and candidate for the presidency 
in 1964 is expected to arrive on the 
Wellesley campus shortly after gradu-
ation this June. 
Board Delighted 
Mr. Quarles said "The Board is de-
lighted that Sen. Goldwater has ac-
cepted our offer. We feel that his 
acceptance signals a new era in Wel-
lesley's history, one which may be 
marked by no more significant 
change than that of having a man in 
the president's house across the 
lake." 
His statement continued, "In this 
age when the whole world is moving 
and changing at incredible speeds we 
feel the need for at least some people, 
no matter how insignificant they may 
seem in the overall picture, to tak2 
life easier and slower, renecting ser-
iously on decisions before enacting 
them. 
"We feel ithat there is no better 
place for this renection to take place 
than at Wellesley. We are here work-
ing with some of the brightest minds 
in the country, young ladies who in 
their later lives will probably exert 
great influence in all spheres of liie. 
H we can infuse in them this need 
for renection, the effects may be 
widespread indeed." 
Mr. Goldwater, in a telephone in-
terview, said "I am ovel"\'-\~elmed at 
Wellesley's offer. I have never 
worked in a segregated, as opposed to 
a co-ed atmosphere, and I am cer-
Continut!d on page four 
Administrator Defines, Defends 
Prohibition of Autos on Campus 
by I. Wunda Kerr 
We regret to report that Miss 
Timorous Bureaucracy of Welltrod-
den College has been found to have 
lost her grasp on reality. This was 
brought to the attention of this re-
porter when one of our representa-
tives sought out the director of regi-
mental science in her office in Gru-
men Hall. Upon entering her office, 
our representative found Miss T. B. 
in a state of collapse, muttering into 
the telephone: "No. It's a rule. 
There's nothing I can do about it." 
Several reasons were presented 
for the change h curriculum. A 
spokesman for the committee said 
they believed they were following lhe 
wave of the future. "Those small, 
informal lecture-discussions were all 
very well," she remarked, "but just 
too anachronistic." 
New Wave Sweeps Already 
The spokesman sak: the new wave 
was already sweeping through Wel-
lesley, with individual departments 
manifesting its influence. She cited 
Pam Leach '66, chief justice. sup· 
ported Louise and noted that in a sur-
vey conducted by a psychology stu-
dent this fall it was found that only 
about 3r~ of the students put any 
confidence in Senate as a body cap-
able of instituting change. "If you 
have lost the faith and support of 
your constitutents," she concluded. 
.. you have really lost your reason 
for being." 
Admission of Freshmen Contingent Upon 
Commitment to Compulsory Loyalty Oath 
At first, our representative was 
somewhat confused, and since the 
reason for her visit to Miss Timorous 
B.'s was the usual query concerning 
mobilized student recreation, she na-
turally assumed that Miss T. B. was 
talking to her. However, after the 
fifteenth repetition of "No. It's a 
rule . . . etc." our representative 
thought "someone must fix her 
broken record." She therefore has-
tened to call the Student Health Serv-
ices. who responded later that after-
noon and eventually placed Miss T. 
B. under heavy sedation. 
as examples the introductory lectures What Next? 
in psychology and physics, and the It is unclear exactly how lhe decis-
less noticeable, but nonetheless real. ions which should have been made hy 
move toward larger class size in gen- Senate will be made in the future. It 
eral, leading to biology labs and . is likely that all social regulation 
Mobile Savage Poses Threat 
For Life, Liberty, Sappiness 
London, SNAFU Press Service -
Reliable sores today disclothed· the 
existence of a plot to undermind the 
life, liberty, and sappiness of Betty 
Boil, recently read wife of Cheatle 
Gorge Horrible. 
The Behest. is Yet to Come 
One raving retorter was lucky 
enough to. get an exclusive interview 
with Brian Throwstein, reported mud-
dlemind of the anti-Boil movement. 
Mr. Tbrowstein, who has eluded re-
torters' questions for seeks on end, 
became o,yedged into a turnstile in 
Hyde Park as he was carrying a 
home·made bombe <chocolate> to-
ward the Serpentine, where he 
pfanned to deposit his prize in a 
boot on which the lubbers were to 
take a midnight sale. "Nothing but 
the bcnest for our little fiends," 
grinned ~fr. Throwstein through a 
mass of naturally curly teeth. 
"Call me Muddle," said Mr. 
Throwstein in response to our re· 
torter's overtures. <Unfortunately, 
his journalistic prelude, allemande, 
courante, sarabande, and gigue went 
uttnottced. l "No dubbed aboot hit, 
I'll be gladstone to fell all aboot our 
little scheme, whilst m'friend Robert, 
the goo genunarrried here, gets me 
out of this tight spot to which my 
usual inimitable stile has brought 
me." "Call me bobby,.. said the po-
licemat with a lift of his hut. 
Taking Spastic Action 
"You know, of course, lub," con-
tinhughed Muddle, "none of us here 
at ANTI ever anti this pated, wot 
with our finking that Gorge was jest 
a boy next bore and all that, I mean, 
wot with a name like Gorge Hor-
rible, wot means "ugly throat" in 
French, not to mention a cistern like 
Louise Horrible Scaldwell, wot even 
claims direct de-scented from /.e'h-
elred the Unwashed. But strange it 
tizzy. Gorge's merry seamy to have 
Continued on page four 
Astounded by a'ld determined to 
keep pace with the new emphasis on 
conscience and commitment, Welles-
ley administrators will institute a 
Loyalty Oath to the Grey Book. In-
coming freshmen, as of 1966, will be 
asked to sign the oath when they re-
ceive their letter of acceptance. 
"I don't understand the confusion 
between choosing and being chosen," 
said a non-philosophical member of 
the administration. "Wellesley girls 
are chosen to come here, and when 
they choose to accept, they choose 
freely to obey all the rules and com-
mit themselves to the Wellesley way 
of life." 
Escort: Messiah 
This committment, she continued, is 
binding, not only during the four 
years in college, but throughout life, 
since "whatever one commits oneself 
lo has an indefatigable hold on one." 
Even if the Messiah comes, a girl 
must sign out to see him, at a proper 
address, she said. 
The Freshmen will sign the oath 
without seeing a copy of the Grey 
Book; it is assumed that the name of 
Wellesley is enough to insure their 
perma!1ent loyalty. 
Lady Wanted 
A member of the Bible Department 
applauded the trend toward further 
commitment. "We are all looking 
for a general rule to tell us What To 
Do i!1 every situation," he comment-
ed. "'This new policy will, metaphori-
cally speaking, pull us out of the 
Wasteland by our bootstraps." 
The head of the psychiatric service 
added that the loyalty pledge should 
help solve the number of Identity 
Problems. "When a girl has an I.P. 
in the future, she need only go to the 
Grey Book to find the answer. All 
problems, of course, have answers." 
"We want to take the doubt out of 
the slogan 'I am a Wellesley girl 
and, I hope, a lady,'" he said. "We 
want to eliminate the 'hope.' " 
No Time Like Present 
He added that extending the time-
honored code of the Grey Book into 
adult life would produce happier civic 
leaders. He agreed with the presi-
dent and other administrators that 
the oath must be enforced on one's 
husband and children also. No longer, 
he noted, will the whereabouts and 
activities of family members be a 
suspicious my:::tery, no longer need 
drinking and driving threaten to dis-
rupt the harmony of gracious com-
munity living. 
A few faculty members were seen 
picketing Green Hall, but they obvi-
ously belong to the "Alienated Gen-
eration." Students were reportedly 
pla:ining a Grey Book burning, but the 
administration r~gards such protests 
as "creeping crimsonism," and urges 
students to make a wholehearted 
comnulment to the college of their 
choice. 
Free Trees, Please 
After prolonged investigation it was 
found that the director of regimental 
science had been talking to her Bos-
ton psychiatrist at the time of suf-
fering a mild collapse. Due to the 
.present transit strike she was unable 
to reach him by means other than 
telephone. 
Further complications of the other-
wise straightforward case presented 
by Miss T. B. 's succombing to emo-
tional upheaval were revealed today 
when Miss T. B. eluded the guards 
at her infirmary door and frolicked 
amid the 480 wooded acres of Well-
trodden College. When found by Sam-
uel Onhistocs, the security policeman 
well known to us all, she was chant-
ing: "Free the trees, but don't cut 
them down, there's no room to park 
in Founders. 
Rest assured, members of the Well-
lrodden College community, Miss T. 
B. is again resting comfortably un-
der the individual attention which 
our small college prides itself on 
administering. She has begun to em-
broider her white muslin hospital 
gowns with the initials NETT. No, 
she"s :1ot moonlighting, friends. When 
interviewed Miss T. B. explained: 
"It stands for No Exception To Tra-
dition." 
Best Wishes, Miss T. B.. for a 
speedy recovery. 
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Apathetic-A Pathetic Sight 
Apathy in the classrooms of Wellesley is a topic of tremendous 
current importance for the college community. The questions are 
clear enough. Why it it that girls who can run up $100 phone bills 
and who necessitate rigid enforcement of quiet hours are mute in the 
classroom? Why is it that the assortment of girls at Wellesley, repre-
senting widely varied backgrounds and experiences, would seem by 
their classroom silence to be in perfect agreement with statements 
made by professors in their lectures? 
The answers are not so clear. Recently, it has been popular 
among those who care to find explanations for the silence syndrome 
to attribute the absence of classroom discussion to "apathy," by 
which word they presumably mean something akin. to anemic in-
difference. 
We at News feel that apathy does not adequately represent the 
classroom atmosphere· with which we are all familiar - the sweaty 
palms, the stammering, the nervous giggles, the pounding hearts, the 
flushed faces, the anguished gasps of would-be class contributors. 
Can this reveal the modem sense of the difficulty of communication 
among men, essentially isolated as we all are, of the inability of mere 
words to convey the tremendous complexities of twentieth century 
issues, that stifles class discussion? 
We at News doubt-it Rather, the echoing silences of the class-
room would seem to result from the fact that we really have very 
little of intetest to say to each other. That, though relatively speak-
ing, we are hanging from one of the top rungs of the academic lad-
der, each of us, in the still darkn~ss.. of her dormitory room at night 
before sleep comes, suspects that she is hanging from the rung by 
her thumbs; that she is actually a little dull; that she isn't what she's 
cracked up to be; and that this is the ugly secret that is hers to guard 
from the brilliant intelligences about her. If one can present a Bud-
dha-like physiognomy, perhaps one's classmates and professors will 
assume that one knows more than one does. 
News would like to see the administration take steps toward 
alleviating this situation. Each month the Academic Council could 
meet with specially designated student informers representing each 
dormitory. Faculty and students, working in close harmony, could 
evaluate the quality of mind of students who have shown evidence 
of negative capability. The results of each meeting would be snm-
marized in an official yellow paper stating that "The Following 
Students Have Been Found Out:." Once a student knew that she 
had no academic reputation to sully, perhaps she would be free to 
engage in classr<'om discu~ion. 
Out of a trial meeting held to inaugurate the new Five-Year 
P~an, the first such list emerged. For the convenience and psycholo-
g~cal release .of faculty and students, we reprint it below, with their 
picture. ObVJously, these girls deserve to be Found Out; they are 
social-minded and anachronistic, as shown by their membership in 
an obscure Greek society. 
The Following Students Have Been Found Out: 
Top Row: Avis Dimond, Ann Wegner 
Mary Ellen Fisher, Jean Kramer 
Bottom Row: Lynn Tolkoff, Alison Barker, Sharon Dennis 
Escaped: Carolyn Russel 
EDITORIALS 
Goldwater's Presidency 
Assures Prolonged Calm 
C:RowOS Wftfc.ti \l ~e.W-11''1" 0'1 L.ltl\C 
Wl\R8AW lf'J rto~o~ 0 f' WEl..L£51.EY's 
~SIDE.NT-El.EC/ ~t>WP'\~R. 
Life abounds in surprises. Who could have known in Novem-
ber 1964 as we glumly watched the election returns pour in that we 
at Wellesley would have the opportunity to welcome with open arms 
a man who, although overwhelmingly rejected by the majority of 
his countrymen, still courageously stands for those values which 
have sustained Wellesley girls through the generations, a man who 
can go to West Virginia and say "to minister, not to be ministered 
unto." At last we can put aside our fears. Wellesley graciousness 
will stand untouched. Wellesey will stand as always, an escape from 
the real world, a haven for bewildered refugees from the Great So-
ciety. 
What more fitting place for Senator Goldwater to exercise his 
peculiar talents than on the serene shores of Lake Waban. The cli-
mate is ideal for recuperating from any lingering symptoms of Po-
tomac fever. More important, in taking on this responsibility, the 
Senator is clearly following the best dictates of his own philosophy. 
The moral fibre of the nation is rotten. The men in Washington 
are clearly lost beyond hope of salvation. The only answer is youth. 
US! This is the truth that the Senator has seen. This is the chal-
lenge that he has accepted. 
We can say with confidence that cars will not come to Wel-
lesley to ruin the atmosphere that we have always cherished. And 
still, in his compassion the Senator has not turned his back on those 
poor souls who have not learned the joy of living entirely within 
our self-contained community. We are told by a reliable source that 
at this minute plans are being made to allow juniors and seniors 
with a cumilative "B" average in their physical education courses to 
bring a horse and buggy to school during the reading period between 
the end of Term III and the beginning of final exams. 
We welcome the Senator's suggestion that what Wellesley per-
haps needs most is to free herself from the Eastern establishment. 
But while we think that his idea of moving the college to the heart-
land of America, perhaps 12 miles from Des Moines (by jet one 
could reach Boston in less time than via Mr A) is charming, we do 
hope that he will reconsider the plan to remove all Harvard "brain 
trust" types from the faculty. Certainly a few of these misguided 
intellectuals might be saved if indoctrinated with literature compar-
able to such masterly dialectic as None Dare Call It Treason. 
There is, of course, much more to the Senator's program. For. 
example, why should Wellesley diminish her sovereignty by joining 
a super-college organization like the Seven Sister Conference. Have 
we ever really been able to count on Smith in a pinch? 
And, best of all, we at WeUesley too have a challenge, a chance 
to show the world that not all of today's college students are rebels, 
that there are some at least who reject bein!t in the vanguard and 
prefer to step back' to the rear. 
Pompa-Dour 
Pudding 
The Wellesley kitchen cooked up its 
monthly batch of Pompadour pudding 
yesterday. When questioned as to 
"what's at the bottom of all this?" 
the chief cooks were mystieriotisly 
fudgity. Ruby, commanding the gal· 
ley at Mop-e-king Hall, blanched, 
looked at the bowls, and turned a 
rare shade of carmen red, and then 
saucily forewarned of the following 
uniquely appropriate ingredients: 
February 2: 
May·jor demonstration at Wellesley 
College protesting eompulsory physi· 
cal education classes. Those students 
fundamentally reclassified as l·A 
burn their boating permits to avoid 
the drafty walk from the Wreck Bldg. 
to Lake Waban. How bizarre. 
The majority of the psychology de-
partment votes to ~r down Green 
Tower on the grounds that such a 
.symbol is ill-conceived on a girls' 
campus. The inelecutable modality 
of the visible. 
Febnaary 7-come-11: 
Gambling for a scoop, our report-
ers ignore the title on the door and 
enter, to where Miss Clapp, at the 
fireside, chats nostalgically about her 
days at The Big W. The Rugged 
Result : Bigelow is remembered. The 
Lord helps those who help them-
selves. 
February 12: 
Due to his imperishable publica· 
tion, Hugh Hefner is appointed new 
President of Wellesley College. When 
news of this emancipatory proclama· 
tion hits, Massachusetts, led by Fran-
cis X. Morrissey, threatens to run 
like a bunny in se-seeding from the 
Union. Sintex booms. 
Fberuary 14: 
Three months after de gaulle blad-
der operation, LBJ launches a re-
newed offensive against Lucy-bird's 
plans to nestle with her .. one-and-
only." He sends Cardinal Cushing to 
Tel Aviv to rouse world opinion 
against the young warblers and Mar-
ietta to barricade the lovers' route 
with trees. 
Though Papa still hesitates to drop 
the bomb on Lucy's affair, rumor has 
it that if she and young Nugent con-
tinue to engage in such tactics, the 
hawks may be able to persude him 
to remorseless ex-communication of 
the two doves. When questioned at 
the ranch, Lucy-bird confidently com· 
municates, "Oh, that's just anotht>r 
one of Papa's bulls." Good grief. 
February 18, 19, 20: 
Sena te breaks the ice with a heat· 
ed discussin of Section 14-B of the 
Grey Book. In denouncing Welles· 
ley 's rite-to-work, Louise Day Knight 
c dressed fit to kill in her Marie An· 
toinette hairdo) takes the cake. She 
is reported "ecstatic" about the 
draft · Weezie - to - stay · another • 
year · and · clean · up - College . 
Government - campaign. Although 
she is non-violently opposed to the 
draft, she is leaving the window open 
to any and all possibilities. The 
campus melts, "We can't do with just 
one Knight's stand." The Big Thaw. 
February 22: 
In paradoxical commemoration of 
the the Father of Our Country, our 
alma mater 's administration decides 
to revise its curent isloationist menu 
with a bit of traffic jam. 
In her toast to extension of Wel-
lesley's sphere of influence, Miss 
Clapp a.'Ulounces that seniors may 
have cars as much as one month be-
fore spring vacation, provided they 
stay on the straight and narrow main 
roads. Those with blanket permis· 
sions will be allowed to taire speci· 
fied detours. What's good for Gen· 
era! Motors is good for the U.S.A. 
Bur.ting your Hathaway House 
card? Marching on Washington? 
Protesting Congress' failure to de-
clare war on Viet Nam? Protest· 
ing Senate's failure to grant 3 
o'clocks? Lampooning DeGaulle 
China, Wellesley, Russia? STOP 
Channel your energies more ef· 
fectively. Enter News' POLITI· 
CAL CARTOON CONTEST. En· 
tries due at the News office by 
Feb. 14. 
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rJuicy Brucie' Seizes Power Men Reply With Brute Force 
Over the air waves of WBZ <local 
offshoot of Wellesley's WBSl a world 
take-over is being engineered by Bos-
ton's top disc jockey, Bruce Bradley. 
Believing this movement to be of 
paramount, not to say earth-shatter-
ing, significance, we telepbonically 
intervie\YOO Mr. Bradley. 
Truly Cnunmy 
hie-minded movement," and in case 
of inclement weather they will be 
prepared with Coke bottle-eaps as 
S.'lOWshoes. 
Having taken the world by storm, 
Brucie and his chickens will proceed 
to enforce their power. At a word 
from Commandant Juice, all the 
chickens will switch from eating 
com to M&M's. This will of course 
cause a dire surplus of corn. Soon 
corn will overflow everywhere -
eventually the turnpikes will fill up 
with corn, and traffic will be brought 
to a halt. At this point Brucie and his 
cohorts will seize absolute power. 
Fowl Plans 
Once he is in control, Commandant 
Juice has very clear-eut goals: 
"Fourteen pairs of yellow shoes, and 
an irridescent cranberry raincoat." 
The whole basis of the new chicken 
culture will, in fact, be "Bring Back 
Garishness!" - everything loud and 
in the worst taste possible: dirty 
Continued on page four 
A marriage lecture for the brutish 
sex will be held Friday, Feb. 4, 7:30 
p.m. at Pendleton Hall, 50 cents 
cheap, or by subscription. 
Asked about the ideological origin 
of "World Domination Through 
Chicken Power," Brucie explained 
that he had been looking about for 
some such noble cause - "Some-
thing completely out of it. Something 
people could let out their frustrations 
on." fa other words, as well as his, 
the motivating philosophy was stu-
pidity. 
Page Schoolers Feel No 
As New ('Course' Takes 
Pain 
Effect Mr. Harold <Harry> Bete will dem-
onstrate a most effective means of 
luring to one's den an attractive mem-
ber of the female species, there to 
bold her in concubinage. ' 
As it happened, the crucial inspira-
tion came from a friend. Brucie had 
been thinking of something like, 
maybe, "World Domination Through 
. . . Canary Power?" - o!lly "Can-
aries were too high-elass. It had to be 
something truly crummy." Then one 
day he heard on a friend's stereo set 
the singularly unique record, "Chick-
en Scratch." This was just what 
Brucie had been looking for; this 
was it. All the music lacked was a 
flourish of trumpets, and his friend 
supplied a bullfighti.'lg record. Thus, 
Brucie had found a cause and a 
theme song. 
Corn Runneth Over 
The take-over itself has been finely 
organized by Commandant Juice 
<alias "Juicie Brucie" Bradley), 
along with his henchmen Chicken 
Gumbo and, repw;enting the Italian 
Mafia, Chicken Cacciatore. The con-
stituency of 190 million highly-trained 
chickens - "They know micro-film 
photography and karate and all that 
stuff." - will come surfing up Bos-
ton Harbor, on Feb. 32nd, aboard 
olive-drab popsicle sticks, except for 
the leaders, who will of course ride 
mahogany popsiclie sticks. The chick-
ens will wear thimbles on their 
heads, "because this is a very thim-
by "Mix-up" Moore 
Rising to new educational needs, 
Page School has initiated a new 
course in its progressive curriculum. 
Because of the enthusiasm raised 
over this addition, the number of vol-
unteer workers has surged upward. 
The course was the brainchild of 
Dr. Meris Chafetz, Harvard Univer-
sity psychiatrist, and apparently an 
initiator of new directions in educa-
tion. Although Dr. Chafetz prescribed 
the course for the elementary grades, 
Page School feels confident that its 
children are sufficiently advanced to 
meet the challenge. 
Wellesley Rises to Challenge 
Wellesley College, noting the sev-
ere lack in its students of knowledge, 
or shall we say practice, of this most 
advanced area of study, has risen to 
the challenge. A high-pressured one-
day course for seniors bas been plan-
ned for the day before graduation. 
After all. what Wellesley grad can 
go out into the world less prepared 
than a Page undergrad? 
It is hoped that the fine results an-
ticipated from the senior-elass train-
Sing a Song of Sign-Out 
I'm going out, 
You ask me where; 
I say I'm going to the Square. 
It's not that simple, 
You then say; 
You tell me to "sign out" today. 
But I'm a Freshman, 
I don't know how; 
So you decide to tell me how. 
Ones and overnights - all the same; 
Only twelve first term to play the game. 
Of course no more than two a week; 
Which begins on Sunday - quite a freak. 
Don't go here and don't go there; 
Get a letter from home for everywhere. 
Get permission for six weeks; 
And don't come in with breath that reeks. 
Upperclassmen can go where they choose; 
But in "Boston Area" they surely lose. 
To arrive late is quite a crime; 
Watch the clock from eight so you'll be on time. 
Don't try to explain these rules to a boy; 
Just make it sound simple, and play it real coy. 
Otherwise he'll think you're a fool; 
And perhaps he'll think the same of your school. 
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ing will prove the value of this course 
for all undergraduates. Recommen-
dations have been made for seminar-
size classes meeting in the evenings 
or as part of the independent study 
groups which have been seen lately 
in Room F. Room F could easily ac-
commodate the needs of such a 
course. 
Community Development Programs 
Even more ambitious students ex-
pect to carry their new experiences 
into the community with develop-
ment programs for the underdevelop-
ed town of Wellesley. <Strange that 
we haven't seen any tutorial pro-
grams already established by Har-
vard in the Vil. Perhaps Harvard isn't 
as well-rounded and civic-minded as 
we are after all.) 
What is this sophisticated addition 
to the curriculum? It's boo7.0logy -
practice drinking in the social uses 
of liquor. Wellesley students, it's nev-
er too late! You too can enroll, and a 
few may be able to pass the Advanc-
ed Placement Test. For others, there 
will be a (undies class. 
Mr. Shave N. Prince <Beast trans-
formed l will defend the position that 
beasts should not be permitted lo 
propagate their kind. 
Elegant AUire 
Both gentlemen will be elegantly 
attired in the fashion of their <feudal ) 
time, as is the custom of men. They 
Rent -A-Cop Reviews Campus Insecurity 
After Resigning As Campus Police. Chief 
News of the "resignation" of Mal-
com Letchworth has recently been 
made public by the administration. 
Letchworth, If/, of Lakemud Drive, 
Wellesley, bad been head of campus 
Security for the past month. L'l an 
exclusive News interview at' Mary's 
Cafe last week, the ex-Rent-a-COp 
gave the details of what he called 
his "bum's rush." 
Need More Men 
"They says I were wasting college 
funds," be commented, as he ex-
plained his proposal for increased 
campus security. "Havin' a few extra 
men around never hurt nobody, and 
some of me buddies who ain't young 
enough to get in on that Medicare 
could use a few extra bucks!" he 
claimed in justification of his pro-
posal to have several policemen on 
patrol at night. 
"What's more," he muttered, "I 
don't see how havin' a night-watch-
man in every house is agin college 
rules about men in the dorms." He 
explained that the college had vetoed 
this on the grounds that it would be 
to expensive to make more keys, and 
that the men would probably lose 
them anyway. 
A Boy For Every Girl 
Letchworth's third, and probably 
most controversial, proposal was mili-
tary-type body-guards for girls who 
had to travel alone on campus at 
night. ''What we needs is somebody 
nice an' strong, an' young enough to 
see what's goin' on. Lookit all them 
fellers in Cambridge. Mebbe they 
could guard these here girls 'stead of 
goL'l' off to get their heads blown up 
in Veetnom." 
Reminiscing about his brief tour of 
duty at Wellesley, Letchworth recall-
ed his handling of an emergency situ-
ation: "I sees this girl with this 
chellow case, and remembers what 
they said 'bout a jool thief, so I de-
cides to nab her. But it seems she 
was on her way to a musik lesson, 
so they slapped me with a -,salt and 
buttery soot. Got out of it though," 
he grinned, wiping the beer-foam out 
of his mustache. 
'"They let me quit instead. They 
don't bother me so much. But I miss 
bein' able to drive that nice shiney 
radio-ear. I was just learnin' to 
handle it nice, and hadn't rammed a 
fender in for nearly two weeks." 
Asked about bis plans for the fu-
ture, Letchworth replied that he has 
accepted a job as a go-go boy at a 
Boston discotheque. 
Batman Decamped 
Yields To Tarzan 
by Jane Porter 
The Studies in Contemporary Fic-
tion Course <Eng. 1984) has announc-
ed that its syllabus for 2nd semester 
is undergoing change. Whereas Bat-
man was to have been studied after 
Joyce, it has now been decided to 
substitute Tarzan ot the Apes. It is . 
urged that students take notice. 
Hathaway Book Shop has declared 
its readiness to exchange unused 
copies of the Batman illustrated co-
mics with the paperback edition of 
the apeman. However, students at-
tempting to return obviously used edi-
tions will be penalized. 
Reasons for the change were given 
by Mr. Tugg Boat of the English De-
partment. "In a course like ours, 
such an announcement is to be ex-
pected," he is quoted as saying. "It 
can hardly cause alarm. Batman is 
about to go out the window, and 
something more ••camp" is ~ed." 
Banned From Lists 
Reliable sources in fact have stated 
that the change would have occured 
much sooner, but the English Depart-
ment was waiting for certain action 
by the Sociology Department. Appar-
ently that action came in the form 
of an announcement that the Tarzan 
series would no longer be on the re-
quired reading lists for Anthropology 
650. 
Although the books contain certain 
useful information about the habits of 
primates, it was felt in the Sociology 
Department that certain outdated 
Continued on page four 
will speak in their native tongw, 
French, and a simultaneous transla-
tion will be barely visible beneath 
them, arranged wit!) minimum legi-
bility and maximum devastation of 
aesthetic effect. 
Although both men will address 
themselves to the same figment of 
the masculine imagination, whom 
they call "Beauty," they will never 
appear on the stage at the same 
time. Each member of the Welles-
ley audience is expected to "identify" 
with this imaginative figment, and to 
deliver in her next English or French 
class a thorough recapitulation, <com-
pl?te with gestures and costume ), of 
this profoundly emotional experi-
ence. 
We regret to announce that a third 
gentleman, namely Jean Cocteau, 
whom we hoped to have join the pan-
el, will not be able to appear on Fri-
day eV'elling, although he has assured 
us that be will be present in spirit. 
Lectures Flood ... 
Continued from page one 
greeted with unanimous approval, 
however. Especially vocal in their 
protests were the habitual inhabitants 
of the last five rows who "always 
miss the jokes in Hellenic Heritage." 
Others wondered about the method 
of distribution of "Standing Room 
Only" tickets (proposed as an al-
ternative to tripping over the chairs 
and bodies in the aisles), mumbling 
about democracy and seniority. A 
few malcontents were heard protest-
ing against "impersonality," "bu-
reaucracy," and shrieking, "I don't 
want to be a number in a factory!" 
The physical education depart-
ment also voiced concern, feeling the 
new system would set it apart from 
the others, and worrying increasingly 
over its "second-rate status" in the 
eyes of students. 
Concern Alleviated 
Much of the concern was erased, 
however, when the administration 
promised to allow students to eat 
lunch in the 11:20-12:30 lectures, and 
to knit in the others. 
Thus, the next time you hear ~ 
apples crunching, or 840 knitting 
needles clacking, you'll know where 
you are: Wellesley girl, this is your 
lecture! 
The French Department has an-
nounced the first of its Cultural-
Exchange Series lectures for next 
year. Entitled "L' Agriculture et 
La Litterature Francaise", it will 
feature Brigitte Bardot, newly 
appointed head of the Artichoke-
Growers Union, and Monsieur C. 
D. Gaulle, spokesman of the "Cito-
yens pour le Marquis de Sade" 
committee, discussing the role of 
dirt in today's society. The date 
bas •!lot yet been set. 
, HOW COLLEGE 
, STUDENTS VIEW ;;t 
)i THE DRAFT i 
s i 
\ Even administrators of the draft '" 
,, acimit its inequities and imperfec- r 
lions. Many question its fairness. < 
i[ A special section in the February J 
.,.. ATLANTIC considers all sides: two "· ~ ~~~~~ ::c~!~W,r!hi,~~~hl~ 
and How to be Patriotic and Live ,. 
With Yourself. A third article, :<' 
, Who Should Serve?, probes the 
+ dilemma and ex~lores improve-
ments and alternatives. 
Also in this issue: In Defense of 
the Ne,ro Colleges and Art and 
Anti-Art in Paintine and Books. 
Tsk, Tsk 
O'Tasket 
Ed.'s Note: The following is the 
first in a new service offering en-
gagement announcements of alum-
nae. 
Mr. and Mrs Otis Kit O'Tasket of 
New York City a!ld Hog Wallow, Pa .. 
have finally announced the encagc-
ment of their daughter, Delores De-
Bonaire O'Tasket, to Dudley <"Dud" J 
MacAbre, son of Mr. and Mrs. S.O.B. 
MacAbre of Salt Lick City, Utah, 
and Death Valley, Calif. 
A hasty wedding is plan!led. 
Miss O'Tasket was expelled from 
Madame Norma's School for You!lg 
Ladies and attended Worldly Col-
lege, from which she had hoped to 
graduate in 1956 and then, again, in 
1957. 
Miss O'Tasket was presented at 
the First Annual Firemen's Ball of 
Hog Wallow in 1954. The following 
year, she was ho!lored at a mixer 
given by her parents at their home. 
Miss O'Tasket is descended from 
Squanto, the Indian who taught 
the pilgrims how to plant corn. 
Her father is a gentleman farmer 
who plays the Soil Bank. 
Mr. MacAbre attended Blather 
Country Night School and is a col-
lege-drop-in. He is with the New 
York mortuary firm of Fitzcoffin, 
Inc. His forebears i!lclude John 
Grizzly, reputed to have been mur-
dered by Davy Crockett. 
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I Gold,\·ater Attains Presidency ... , Continued from page one or my first moves will be to make my Noting his interest in journalism, 
I 
tai!!ly looking forward to it. I have son the administrative vice-president: 1 Mr. Goldwater remarked that he also 
admired and respected Wellesley for my daughter. the director or admis· hoped to advise the Wellesley News. 
some time and I shall certainly be sions; my second daughter, director Miss Margaret Clapp, the retiring 
1 looking forward to guiding the stu- or residence: my third daughter, dean president, was not available for com-
dents." or the college; my son-in-law, chief ment on her sucessor. 
'.'lo Changes psychiatrist: my second son-in-law, Other candidate 
When asked if he envisioned any treasurer; my third son-in-law. pur- The other leading contender for the 
immediate changes, Sen. Goldwater chasing agent. I myself will asume office, Mr. Quarles disclosed in a pri-
said ··1 certainly do not at the pres- change or the Office of Publicity ami vate interview, was Mrs. Alma 
ent. I am too unfamiliar with the the Information Bureau. One must Mahler Gropius Werfel, whose un-
existing conditions to make a definite be very wary about the people with timely death earlier this year was 
statement. I would predict. however. whom he is working and the publicity undoubtedly a loss to Wellesley as 
, that, under almost any conditions, I and information which he allows to be well as to many creative artists in 
I would find change unnecessary and known." Europe. undesirable." --------------
'! . B . ' 
I 
"Actually, on second thought, I do UlCY rUCle ••• 
see several immediate changes," the 
Senator hastened to add. "I think one Continued from page thru 
Mobile Savage Threatens ... 
sneakers, crummy jeans, tail fins on 
cars, cheap perfume, heavy hair-
spray, clashi!lg colors, . . . and per-
haps fowl language. 
there it is - "World Dominaticm 
Through Chicken Power," as ex-
pounded by the world's foremost 
authority, Comma!ldant Juice. 
Continued from paRe one. 
let lose the muddle instinct in many 
a teen-age young granoy. 
"What actsshuned have we taken, 
you may mask? Well, lub, rite now 
we're having a great sinflue!lce on 
the electyourate by marmelading all 
broadcasts of "Sink for Yourself" 
and "You Don't Realize How Much I 
Feed You." We hope Gorge will soon 
learn which side his bed is buttered 
on. At the same crime we've been 
throwing socks c red ones> at the Boil-
garish embassy, which should soon 
ri!lg aboot a capitulation. !Some say 
the Boils have no capita to undulate, 
but that's all fondsense. >" 
At this junkture bobby put down 
his hut and took up a red-hot mama, 
which soon melted Muddle cleaned 
out of his predictable. But he chort-
led away as he rolled out of spite. 
"Merry Gorgemas to all - if the 
lubable fink doesn't show some pro-
gress by his burpday !it's time he 
growsses up l, we will take a More 
Spastic Actshun. To destoyy every 
tracy of those smutty lubbers' signs 
like "Chris Wretch loves Beli!lddled" 
and "Gorge lubs Petty," we will Coo 
the Ultimate Seed: burn St. Pill's 
to asher." 
Regarding fellow WBZ disc jockey 
and social inferior Dick Summer, 
who opposes the movement, Brucie 
commented: "He is beneath con-
tempt, a sort of disloyal opposition." 
However, "I might put him on as a 
test pattern," Brucie reflected, "and 
have him hump for 6~ hours." 
No Chickening Out 
Finally, although he refused to dis-
close the exact location of his head-
quarters, Brucie did advise us that 
"When I'm through it will be as 
famous as 16 Pennsylvania Avenue" 
- '10 Downy Street, perhaps? l. So 
Toronado 
will get you 
if you don't 
watch out! 
And in the familiar words of that 
famous and philosophic foursome 
from Chicken Liver-pool - Chicken 
Little, Chicken Fat, Chicken Plucker, 
and their aristocratic leader Chicken 
Noodle-Soup: "This is one thing you 
can't chicken out of; you chicke!l into 
it." 
Batman Decamped 
Cnntinued from page three 
theories make the books relatively 
worthless. Tarzan's admirable behav-
iour towards Jane Porter, for in-
stance, described as the "hall-mark 
of . . . aristocratic birth, the natural 
outcropping of many ge!lerations of 
fine breeding, an hereditary instinct 
or graciousness which a lifetime of 
uncouth and savage training and e!l· 
vironment could not eradicate," is 
felt to be 'absurd.' 
It was at this point that the English 
Dept. snapped up the books. The 
story of the nobleman brought up by 
the apes is !lot only "camp" but "in-
spirational on a deeper lever," ac-
cording to Mr. Boat. The books show 
the uncompromising individuality of 
the human animal. Mr. Boat said he 
would sum up the message of the 
books by quoting from the first vol· 
ume, ". . . it is mind, and not mus-
cle, that makes the human a.'limal 
greater than the mighty beasts." 
February Recruiters at Wellesley 




Feb. 8 - American Telephone & 
Telegraph Co. 
Associated Merchandising Corp. 
Harvard Business School 




Feb. 10 - Co!lnecticut General 
Life Insurance Co. 
Fairfield Public Schools 
Feb. 11 - International Schools 
Service 
Feb. 14 - Bell Telephone Labora-
tories 
Toledo Museum of Art 
Feb. 15 - IBM 
New England Mutual Life In-
surance Co. 
Feb. 16 - Bloomingdale's 
IBM 
Feb. 17 - Boston Public Library 
City of New York, Civil Service 
Shaker Heights City School 
Don't look now. But a keen machine called Toronado has designs o~ )'Ou. Out to get ~ou . 
1 
with a new way of going-front wheel dri,·e-that puts the tractton where the actton is. 
Extra stretch-out room for six. (Flat floors, you know.) Full-view side windows. 
Feb. 18 - Bloomi..'lgdales 
Polaroid Corp. 
St. Paul's School 
Feb. 21 - New York University 
Medical Center 
Draft-free ventilation. Many other swinging etceteras! Like we say, Toronado has 
designs on you. Or is it the other way around! LOOK TO OLPS FOR THE NEW! 
. ,,_. ·.·:- .~ .. 
SiiP oor FRONT 
903 
... in a Rocket Action Car.' 
TO .. OHAOO. HIHtlY·CtCHT. otlTA ... OYN4111tlC ... JCUUW II. CUfLAU., 15. YISU CWUISUt. sr.urnte ... 4 -2 
'x OLDSMOBILE 
CllllCAT Tlfl4( TO co ¥l>HUllC nu ACTION IS • SU YOU!lt lOC•U. • l.:TMOlltlZlD OlDSMOlllC QUA\..ll'f D(AlUt TOOU' 
: ; ...... ; ; ...... .; 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Feb. 22 - Northwestern Univer-
sity · MAT 
Norwell Public Schools 
Feb. 23 - Children's Cancer Re-
search Foundation 
Milford Public Schools 
Feb. 24 - Hamden Public Schools 
Feb. 25 - Bronxville Public 
Schools 
MIT 
Feb. 28 - Han!lah More Academy 
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CAMPUS 
Friday, Feb. 4 - Dance Group 
Concert, Jewett Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
Admission $.75. 
Saturday, Feb. 5 - Dance Group 
Concert. Jewett Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
Admission $.75. 
Sunday, Feb. 6 - Freshman Ves-
pers, Houghton Chapel, 7:00 p.m. 
Monday, Feb. 7 - Marriage Lec-
ture, 7:30 p.m. , Pendleton Hall. 
Tuesday, Feb. 8 - Circle in the 
Square Production of Trojan Women 
by Euripides, Auditorium of Alum.'lae 
Hall 8 p.m. 
Mr. Gordon Marshall presented by 
the Placement Office to speak on Op-
portunities with the Harvard Business 
School at Trader. Pope Room1 4:15 p.m. Some members of Hassidic Sect 
of Judaism will lead a discussion, 
4: 15 p.m. 200 Billings. 
Wednesdi.y, Feb. 9 - Lecture on 
Folk Music bl Ethopia by Halim El-
Dabh, Jewett at 4: 15. 
Senate Meeting, Billings 7:30. 
Thursday, Feb. 10 - Class of 1967 
meeting with Dean at 4: 15, Jewett 
Auditorium. 
Class of 1969 meeting with the Dean 
at 4: 15, Pendleton Hall. 
Greek Department Lecture, Profes-
sor Cedric Whitman on "Homer" at 
7: 30', Pope Room. 
MUSIC 
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 4 and 5 
Mozart's "The Marriage of Figaro" 
presented by the New England Con-
servatory Opera Theater, Jordan Hall 
8:15 p.m. Tickets $3.00, 2.50, 2.00, and 
1.00. 
Sunday, Feb. 6 - Aeolian Chamber 
Players Concert, Isabella Stewart 
Gardner Museum, 3 p.m. Free. 
Tuesday, Feb. 8 - Piano Concert 
by William McKim playing Haydn, 
Barber, and Chopin, 3 p.m. Free. 
Thursday, Feb. 10 - Concert with 
soprano Janet Winburn, viola da 
gamba, Gian Lyman Silbiger, a.'ld 
harpsichord, Marleen Forsburg Mont-
gomery, 3 p.m. Free. 
ART 
Feb. 5-Feb. 27 - "Art for U.S. Em-
bassies," an exhibition of works in 
all media loaned by artists from the 
New England area to be ipresented to 
the Department of State for place-
ment in U.S. Embassies. Institute of 
Contemporary Art. 
THEATRE 
Brandeis University King Lear. 
Feb. 4-16. All seats two dollars. 
Charles Playhouse - Berthol Brecht's 
Gallleo. 
MOVIES 
BratUe - Feb. 2-5 Oedipus Rex. 
Cinema I - House of Telemark, Kirk 
Douglas and Richard Harris. 
Cinema II - My Fair Lady, Rex Har-
rison a'ld Audrey Hepburn. 
Community Playhouse - Ship of Fools, 
Vivien Leigh and Lee Marvin. 
POETRY 
May Sarton, poet and former lec-
turer in English at Wellesley, will be 
reading from her poetry tomorrow at 
the Cambridge Center for Adult Edu-
cation, Brattle Street. 
Tallchief, Ballet Company Give 
Long-Awaited Dance Program 
by Kay Williams '69 
"A dancer must be in control of her 
body as a musician is in control of 
his instrument.' In her lecture-demon-
stration Tuesday night, Maria Tall-
chief emphasized the importance of 
technique in both dance thought and 
dance tradition. 
In demonstrating how the rigorou~ 
technique is necessary to preserve 
the classic line and classic ideal of 
beauty, Miss Tallchief was herself 
the perfection of this ideal. In addi-
tion to her exquisite technique, she 
displayed her dramatic power of in-
terpretation of the music. In the 
course of the demonstration, the danc-
er&" of the New York City Ballet 
s·howed the development of the neo-
classical style in modern ballet. 
The Dance Form 
The crystalline brilliance of ballet 
technique is built upOn scientific pat-
terns. This is what is meant by 
the "architectural nature" of ballet. 
It is a form of the dance based on 
certain principles such as the turn-
out, the five positions, and the ac-
companying port de bras, or carriage 
of the arms. These principles are 
intended to discipline the body, pre-
serve the "purity of line" and prevent 
the natural foreshorteni:.'lg of the body 
on the stage .. 
In theatre dance of the past few 
years have been those who feel this 
technique too restrictive. Some of 
these have discarded the classic line 
altogether and followed the interpre-
tive dance tradition of Isadore Dun-
can and Martha Graham. Others, 
wishing to preserve the classic line 
and yet give the ballet greater free-
CtlllllRilJ PllJlllM 
Well ... •J' Hiiie Cll•r a411M1 
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Vivien Leight and Lee Marvin in 
"SHIP OF FOOLS" 
5 DAY Beginning F RIDAY, Feb. 4 
Extra shows Sat. 10-12:45-3:30-7:45 
WALT DISNEY'S Happiest IDt! 
"THAT DARN CAT" 
Extra Show Sunday ! Cont. from 3 
7 DAYS Beginning WED., Feb. 9 
RITA TUSHINGHAM in 
"THE KNACK" also 
Max Schell & Samantha Eggar in 
"RETURN FROM THE ASHES" 
Coming Feb. 16-17-"ATHELLO" 
dom and scope of movement, have de-
veloped the neo-classic style. Leaders 
in this field are Anthony Tudor, Jer-
ome Robbins, and George Ballan-
chine. 
First, 3 pupils of the American 
Academy of Ballet demonstrated tech-
nique i..'l its basic form - the barre 
exercises. They then demonstrated 
the application of this technique in 
three classic variations from the bal-
lets Raymonda, Swan Lake, and The 
Sleeping Beauty. The finale was an 
ensemble variation from The Sleeping 
Beauty. Where one student was 
quicker, another was stronger and 
capable of greater elevation, and still 
another was more flexible and cap-
able of greater extension. 
Greater contrast ~d style were 
provided in the performances of Suki 
Shore, soloist, and of Maria Tallchief 
herself. The aura of effortlessness 
<l\ld dramatic dimension increased 
with Miss Talchief's appearance. 
Of the male d8!lcers, Leon Blum 
gave the most finished performance. 
His iperformance of Agon by Ballan-
chine was dynamic and established 
direct contact with the audience. 
The variations chosen contrasted 
the styles of three representative 
choreographers; Petipa of the Im-
perial Russian tradition, Foki!le of 
the Diaghileff tradition, and Ballan-
chine of the modern Neo-classical tra-
dition. First Suki Shore and Conrad 
Ledlow performed the grand pas de 
deux from The Nutcracker. This was 
followed by the mazurka and adagio 
from Les Sylphides performed by 
Miss Tallchief and Leon Blum. Fo-
kine' s choreography showed the influ-
ence of Isadore Duncan and was not-
able for its increasingly difficult part 
for the male dancer. 
The Ballanchine ballets chosen were 
the stunning, high-keyed pas de deux 
solo from Agon, both with music by 
Stravinsky, and the pas de deux from 
the Ballanchine version of Swan 
Lake. Greater use of the body's po-
tential, more unusual use of the 
music, and more intricate unity be-
tween the ballerina and her partner 
characterize Ballanchine. 
Puepoct l'lllocoe plua PboCm Par 
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Wellesley Students to Compete Clapp Considers •.• 
In r-Ten Best-Dressed' Continued from page eight Contest Miss c1app's Annuat Reports To 
For the second year in a row, 
Wellesley students may enter Glam-
our magazine's Annual Contest for 
the "10 Best-dressed College Girls in 
America." The winners will spend 
two weeks in New York City, attend-
ing plays, ballets and parties, and 
are photographed for Glamour's Au-
gust issue. 
"Mask of Reason" 
Heads Sunday Bill 
by Susie Linder '61 
A Mask of Reason, Robert Frotl's 
dramatization of the theme, ''there 
is no connection between man's just 
deserts and what he gets," initiated 
Room F's Sunday afternoon enter-
tainment series last week. 
Seated on three stools on Room F's 
stage, the actors brought to life 
Frost' s dramatic poem, in which the 
biblical Job challenges God to justify 
human suffering. 
Reason Obscured 
God, sensitively played by Bonnie 
Grad '67, cannot satisfy Job's insis-
tence on rational explanation. As 
Bonnie so skillfully conveyed, he is 
as irrational, as weak, as jealous and 
vengeful as man himself. Thus "man 
must learn submission to unreason." 
As the title indicates, reason is simp-
ly a mask, a disguise which man 
makes for himself. 
But Job <Martha Craven '68) re-
fuses to believe that reason is man's 
own invention; "What seems to us 
confusion is form on form.'.' Job's 
wife, Karen Benenson '69, is equally 
misguided in assuming that God's 
creation is as neat and satisfactory 
as a· Kodak snapshot in which every-
one is smiling. Karen did an excel-
lent job in bringiag out the qualities 
of Frost's Mrs. Job, a self-righteous 
femL-Ust with an insatiable desire to 
effect a universal harmony in which 
God and the devil are compatible. 
Mr. Warren Wagar, who will appear 
in the Three Sisters, made his Welles-
ley debut as the devil. 
Current Forecast 
The Room F Committee is plan-
ning a number of exciting programs 
for the near future. They hope to 
feature an Elizabethan guitarist, 
faculty chamber music, and a scene 
from the Three Sisters. 
JUNIOR LIBRARY PRIZE 
Juniors are reminded that pa-
pers submitted for the Junior Lib-
rary Prize of fifty dollars must be 
in the hands of Miss French in the 
Library, on or before March 1. 
They should consist of a typed bib-
liography of books at Wellesley, 
together with a brief essay con-
cerning the selection of titles and 
editions and iplans for additions to 
the collection. 
The win.'ler of the prize will be 
eligible to compete for the Nation-
al Amy Loveman prize of one 
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GET DISCOUNT CARD 
oa Patent MediQncs • Vitamiu • 
CosmctiCI - Toilctria - Etc. at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mae. Inc.) 
'71 Wuhiqtoa Street 
opposite Villaae Cb~ 
Call CE .S-2489 for Free Deli'Qry 
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Theatre company ot Boston 
Hotel Touralne Tremont St. 
TONIGHT thnl FEB. 27 
"THE BmTHDAY PARTY" 
a comedy of menace 
Baroid Pinter 
Tel. Res. BA 6-6609 
The contest will be conducted in 
two stages. First Wellesley students 
will choose Wellesley's "Best-dressed 
student." Then he will compete with 
girls from over 300 colleges for the 
"10 Best-dressed College Girls in 
America." 
How to be Diseoovered 
To enter the contest, a petition 
with 25 signatures, including the sig-
nature of the contestant must be sent 
to the News office by Friday, Febru-
ary 18. A panel of judges, not yet 
selected, will meet with these ca.'ldi-
dates and select a girl to go on to 
the national competition. 
The criteria for judging the best-
dressed girl encompass several as-
pects of good grooming. Glamour sug-
gests ten bases: 
ll a clear understanding of your 
fashion type 
2> a workable wardrobe pla.'l 
3l a suitable campus look - in 
line with local customs 
4 l appropriate look for off campus 
5 l individuality in use of colors. ac-
cessories, etc. 
Trustees indicate that there have 
been many improvl!ments in build· 
ings and curriculum during her Pres-
idency. Although she feels that she 
is still too involved to give an un-
biased evaluation of her term, Miss 
Clapp suggested that the increase in 
faculty vitality is the most significant 
change to take place since she as-
sumed office. 
Problems of Finance 
The President characterized the-
faculty as an unusually lively, 
scholarly, and able group. She em-
phasized that improvement of fac-
ulty compensation and opportunities 
for advancement is the most central 
need of the College because it deter-
mines the quality of education avail-
able here. 
Miss Clapp emphasized that the 
central role of the College is to offer 
stimulating education. But she added 
that when the admL-Ustration and 
faculty have cooperatively deter-
mined the needs and desires of the 
College community, there must be 
money to finance them. 
6l imagination in 
clothes budget 
As room, board and tuition fall 
approximately $800 short of paying 
managing a for a student's education each year, 
7 l good grooming 
8l well-kept hair 
9 > deft use of malre-up 
10 > good figure and posture. 
Prue Richardson '67 was chosen as 
Wellesley's Best-Dressed Candidate, 
and was one of the 25 semi-finalists 
in the national contest. In the pro-
cess of selecting the top 10, Glamour 
had all semi-finalists come to New 
York for interviews, photographs, 
a.'ld, of course, entertainment and 
fun. Prue commented: "The con-
test sounds sort of Mickey Mouse 
when you read about it, but its lots 
of fun to go to New York and meet 
the other girls who are participating 
in the contest." 
If you would like to enter or know 
of some one who would like to enter, 
you are urged to get your petitions 
started. Call the News office, or Pnte 
Richardson in Pomeroy if you have 
any further questions. Who knows, 
that dress that you've been afraid to 
wear all year may be high fashion 
. . . and you never knew! 
Open Senate Meeting Agenda -
February 9, 7:30 p.m., Billings. 
1. Report on SOFC situation and 
the "emerging interests" fund. 
2. Discussion of SEC. Should the 
concerns of the Student Education 
Committee be given consideration 
in Senate? 
Miss Clapp considers it important to 
maintain a substantial Endowment 
Fund through alumnae contributions 
to insure faculty and staff compensa-
tion, library a.'ld equipment mainten-
ance, 11nd purchase of food. Miss 
Clapp said she has tried to balance 
the academic and business interests 
of the College. 
so111i( s-s 
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Religious Forum Provokes Debate: Readers Write •.• as scheduled. I regret my failure to 
"give adequate notice to everyone 
who might be thinking of attending." 
However, I would like to point out 
that the cancellation was indexro by 
1:00 p.m., and that I personally tele-
pho!led everyone who had had the 
courtesy to notify me of his desire to 
iparticipate in this event, either 
through the mimeographed notice 
sent to all faculty or in response to 
the personal notes sent to faculty 
members who might be interested. 
Had I known of Mr. D'Amato's in-
terest I would have gladly notified 
him also. 
Self-Determination vs. Divine Election 
I wish to extend my apologies to 
Mr. D'Amato and to any other faculty 
members who came to the canceled 
Faculty Student Sports Night. The 
cancellation was intended as a favor 
to the faculty who wowd have been 
faced with extra driving in hazard-
ous conditio!lS had we held the event 
Sincerely, 
Madge Evans '67 
by W•""1 W11e 168 Mrs. McLaughlin said that she 
1bere was validity in the criticism could not accept Dr. Richardso!l' s 
of Miss Adele Spitzer, assistant pro- "emphasis on chosenness" because 
fessor of philosophy, that those at- she feels that in .. imagining a model 
tending the forum on Conscience and of chosen self-hood," in ipractice you 
Commitment came hungry for a feast would come out with " society's model 
and were given an imaginary one. of holiness." 
But the interest generated by the Elected or Active 
discussion and the decision to meet She also explained that she could 
again to ''explore specific commit- not envisio!l the lives of either of the 
ments" indicated that the forum was men described, the elected or the 
worthwhile. active, because she had been given 
In the Satusday morning debate no clue to how he looks at specific 
between Dr. Richardso!l and Dr. Kos- moral questions. 
man, the controversy cenrered Questioning the use of terms such 
around the question of choice. "You as "choice," Miss Spitzer said that 
can't choose God the way you choose commitment had been considered in 
a hot dog," Dr. Richardsn ex.plained, "too rigid, over-formal" a ma"lller , 
adding that "urging people to choose and that she too wanted something 
a commitment is a misuse of terms." more concrete. 
Divine Election Action Within World 
Claiming that "the only alrerna- "We're not engaged in meta-theorv 
tive answers to the religious, social up ~~e. -~~ have to act in the 
and philosophical problems of the world, cntac1zed Mr. Schwaber. The 
day is either that God elects us or 1 discussion had wavered, he felt, bc-
else we can't know anything about tween " huge abstractions and con-
commitment " Dr. Richardson re- crete particulars, leaving an enor-
jected Dr. K~sman·s positio!l that we mous gap in" betw~~-'.' 
derermine our identity through ac- Mr. Schwaber criticized the motto 
tions. " Non ministrari sed ministrare," 
Dr. Kosman asserted that demand- claiming that it led to a.'l inability 
ing that God give our identity to us to love or hate passionately, to be 
is "the most import!mt way of doing- disgusted, to be rude. He urged that 
violence to one's human.'less" and is the concepts of " conscience and com-
an irresponsible position. mitment" be applied directly to these 
Self-Determhla&ion aspects of Wellesley life. We must 
A person "in concrete situations. be "splendid" housewives, not "apol-
by acting i'l certain ways, commit!' ogetic" ones, and we must bring 
himself to certain ways of being .. he drive and femininity to our profes-
said. He further extended one'; re- sional careers. 
sponsibility for himself to include Mr. Johnson complained that 
"major things" such as being a Jew, neither of the identities offered the 
an American, a philosopher. When student was really acceptable. "To-
asked "Who made Kosman?" he day's plurality of social groups" de-
would reply, "I did." nies the possibility of "a clear sense 
'I1le pa.'lel, in response to the de- of givenness of identity," and Kos-
~ate, agreed with Dr. Kosman that, man's rejection of the "reciprocity 
m the words of professor of biblical between the person and community" 
history, Mr. Roger Johnson " com- makes his concept of identity un-
mitment is made in tbe workshop of realistic. 
decision." The panel members were With the rest of the panel he had 
Mr. Johnson as moderator· Miss " great difficulty seeL'lg what differ-
Spitzer; Mr. Fred Denbeaux, 'prof es- ence all this makes." 
sor of biblical history; Mrs. Eleanor The panelists tried to learn from 
McLaughlin, fastructor in history : Dr. Kosman how one decides to act. 
and Mr. Paul Schwaber, instructor but Dr. Kosman declared "there is 
in English. no general answer" and that one 
Alienated by Abstracts should " just go out and live his life 
But all panel members felt that and !lot ask for justification all the 
both men had dealt in abstracts to time." 
:=n_e~~~~tl~~ra:ca~~~.:~e ~.~ S~Kl-----T--H--E--B--l-G--0--NE 
the listeners. Mr. Denbeaux said th::it . 
th . . • . . '~ eir concern with analyzing con- ~· ·. M,&;.;;~;: ,, 
sciousness and language had revealed · ' ' 
an "alienation from the real world." 
Folk Singer Here 
Halim El-Dabh will give a lecture-
demonstration on Folk Music of Eth-
iopia Wednesday, February 9, at 4: 15 
p.m. in Jewett Auditorium. The pro-
gram will cover African vocal poly-
phony in South Ethiopia and the 
colorful orchestra of the Wollamos, 
and will include recordings from Mi:. 
El-Dabh's collection and demonstra-
tions on indigenous music instru-
ments. 
A native of Cairo, Egypt, and now 
a U.S. citizen, Mr. El-Dabh has at-
tended, among others, the New Eng-
land Conservatory of Music, Br8'1-
deis University, Berkshire Music 
Center, and the Schulz Conservatory, 
Cairo. His impressive list of honors 
in creative composition include two 
Guggenlleim Fellows, a Brandeis Uni-
versity Teaching Fellow, a Fulbright 
Fellowship, and first prize for com-
position in the 1942 Cairo Opera. 
While at Brandeis in 1914, be com-
posed three danre-muslc tableaus 
based upon paintings by Gaugin, 
Leger, and Dali. Mr. El-Dabh is also 
interested in electronic music, ethnic 
dance, and theatre arts. 
Learn-to-Ski Weeks 
5-l>A Y Pl.AN $30 7-DAY PLAN $40 
5 <l ay' . ~ l c"o n~. 7 <l a y ~. 7 IC))On~ . 
Moncfay-i:ri<la)". Monday-Sunday. 
STARTING DA TES: 
Oc~. 13. 211; Jan. 3. IO, 17, 24. 31 ; 
fcb. 7, 211; Mar. 28. 
t"onta.:l : S10w1. A1u:A ASSOCIATION , INC. 
Box 206, Stowe, Vermont. Tel. : (1102) 253-7321 
( / /i('S<' ("(1(1/)('TU/il'<' p/ClllS a1·ai/ub/t' 011/)0 /Q gllt'S/S 
o/ Sim•'" A'"" A uocia1io11 membn /od[(t'S.) 
SKOC ... TAL~OFTHEEAST 
~HALF/FARE TRAVEL PLAN 
This identification card entitles, 
NAME 
to purchase translk;rtatiil~'~for S.lf only, subject to conditions 
on . rev.rw ... ~e. 
THIS CARD EXPIRES ON 
SIGNATURE - Card Holder 
Hair Color 
Eye Color 








If you're under 22 years old and have this card .•. 
you can fly TWA for 'Ii fare! 
This TWA identification card could be the most important one in your wallet. 
It lets you buy a TWA ticket for travel in the U.S. one way or round trip-for 
50 % off the regular Jet Coach fare! Fill out the application form below, take 
it with proof of age to your nearest TWA office, or a nearby travel agent, buy 
the identification card for $3- and you're all set. Or, if you prefer, mail to 
TWA. The plan is good for travel on a stand-by basis all year, except for the 
few days listed below. Any questions? Just call your nearest TWA office. 

























TWA HALF/FARE TRAVEL PLAN 
P. 0. Box 700, Times Square Station 
New York, N. Y. 10036 
1. NAME 
2. HOME ADDRESS 
City 
3. SCHOOL OR OCCUPATION 







Address to which card is to be sent: O Hom e O School or Business 
5. DATE OF BIRTH 
6. PROOF OF AGE 
Month Day 
[
Check type of proof submitted w ith this application. J 
Send photost•t, not orlcln•I, with mailed •pplic•tlon. 
O Birth Certificate 
O Driver's Lic ense 
0 School Record 
O Passport 





7. MaleO FemaleO 8 . Color ol hair ___ _ 9 . Color ol eyes _ __ _ 
10. Enclose $3.00: 0 Check O Money Order (Not refundable. DO NOT MAIL CASH.) 
ll. SIGNATURE 
Make check or Money Order payable to TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC. 
Travel under the Half/ Fare plan is not available on April 7, November 23. 
November 27, Decembe~ 15 through 24, 1966. and January 2 through 4, 1967. 
'-------------------~----------------------
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News Views Grey Book Changes 
In a few weeks, Senate will re--examine the 
entire social code as set forth in the College Gov-
ernment Handbook. News heartily applauds this 
step forward - never before has the whole scope 
of Grey Book regulations been considered as rules 
were dealt with individually. We believe that such 
an over-all examination, long overdue, can be 
quite valuable, as we hope it will prove. 
Several weeks ago (Jan. 13), News carefully 
evaluated the Grey Book as it now stands. Now 
we would like to concentrate on the changes pro-
posed by the Vil Juniors. 
Several of the suggestions concerned fresh-
men late permissions. It was proposed that 11 : 30 
permissions be changed to 12 o'clock permissions, 
that the number fo 1 o'clock permissions be in-
creased and that, after the first six weeks, they 
be allowed to distribute their permissions as de-
sired. News supports these proposals completely. 
As almost every student will attest, 11 : 30 permis-
sions are essentially useless and unused. Having 
these permissions on the books greatly increases 
the number of permissions in a written sense but 
not in a real sense. While we appreciate the in-
terest in our welfare which the college demon-
strates, we feel that, even as fre!>hmen, we should 
be allowed to make our own decisions concerning 
our absences from the campus. If freshmen are 
given more 1 o'clocks and are allowed to distri-
bute them at their own discretion, it is quite pos-
sible that some will not initially be capable of 
handling the freedom. But we are capable of 
profiting from our own mist11kes and a lesson 
learned by experience is a well-learned one. Per-
hans inore guidelines and fewer set limits are 
~eded. 
The suggestion that freshmen be allowed to 
have blanket permissions for specified places also 
seems qtiite reasonable to us. It is assumed that 
parents will realize that they do not have to give 
such permission and for those who wish to do so 
it will probably eliminate much of the nuisance 
of the present system. 
We also agree with the request for Boston 
area blanket permissions for the upperclasses. Al-
though we have heard the college's position, that 
of safeguarding our position in the community, de-
fended several times, we believe that our reasons 
for this request are well-founded. The limit of 
area seems like an arbitrary distinction and, in ef-
fect, sanctions one standard of behavior in Boston, 
another away. We also believe that the sign-out 
should ask a girl honestly to state her address, not 
require her to be at a particular place. 
Granting upperclassmen 2 o'clocks on Fri-
day night also seems quite reasonable to us. Un-
der Massachusetts law, many public places remain 
open far later on Friday night than on Saturday. 
If during the freshman year students are giv-
en more responsibility for their own behavior, then 
by sophomores year we feel that they would be 
ready to accept and use wisely the same 2 o'clock 
privileges which the seniors enjoy. 
Finally, while we would like to see boys al-
lowed in the dormitories until 1 o'clock on Fri-
day, we think that allowing them in the rooms on 
Saturday afternoons would only be disconcerting 
to study and privacy. 
In conclusion News hopes that an attempt 
will be made to clarify and simplify the entire Grey 
Book. Of utmost importance, we would include a 
section outlining the maximum penalties which 
can be given for various infractions. This need not 
limit the flexibility of the judicial system which 
must remain willing to see each case on its own 
basis, but would only serve as a public guide. 
It probably seems to the administration that 
we are pushing for everything we can. That is not 
true. AU of these suggestions have grown out of 
rational reflection on long-standing needs; they 
are not made of the moment. We have tried to 
examine them carefully and we of News think that 
they represent entirely reasonable requests. 
As we said, the social system is not our prime 
concern at college, but a working social order will 
greatly facilitate residential life. 
Calendar Days Haunt New Sc.hedule 
Fathers' Day 
To I.he Editor: 
Two recent suggestions have caught 
my attention, and I wonder if they 
might be combined in some way. The 
first is Mrs. Tenney's suggestion in 
News that sophomores suggest mem-
bers of the faculty that they would 
like to hear on Sophomore Father'~ 
Day, and the second is Mr. Den-
beau's suggestion, judging from the 
success of the recent Religious For-
um, that such discussions among 
faculty members be set up on some 
sort of a conti!luing basis. 
U it is possible to set up these 
discussions for the future, wouldn't it 
also be possible for one of them to 
coincide with the weekend when our 
fathers will be visiting Wellesley? It 
seems to me that a discussion among 
several faculty members on some 
topic such as "the aims or what 
should be the aims of the type of 
education that Wellesley offers :t .. 
students" would be very hlteresting 
to the men who are sending their 
daughters to Wellesley. Such a que~­
tion also seems relevant in the ligh• 
of the recent article in Look, anr 
the panel on "A Woman's A!lswer." 
The advantage of such a panel 
would be that it would give the 
fathers a view of more than one 
professor and a view of them in a 
situation of give and take, the kincl 
of situation i!l which we learn. Such a 
panel would also represent more 
than one department. 
It's only a suggestion, and there 
are probably a lot of problems which 
I'm not awart? of; but Dad would ju~! 
love it! 
Hopefully, 
Katie Hosken 'GS 
Graduate Records 
"There are no more calendar days." That 
dramatic statement of this fall, in context, reads 
like the funniest story in the humor issue. 
cessive, especially because, in order to take a '€dltor's Note: 
plane that would arrive by 10 p.in., she would 
h~ve been forced to fly to Boston a full day earlier 
But it's not very funny for the student who is 
given three weeks of social probation because she 
"missed a class after a holiday." Thls fall News 
expressed its appreciation that this rule had at least 
been moved to the area of social legislation. But 
the move is incomplete: a student can lose her 
right to take examinations if she deliberately is off-
campus on these particular days. 
After Christmas vacation at least one stu-
dent's airplane was delayed many hours because 
of mechanical difficulties so that she returned to 
the college a full day late. Because she had al-
lowed 11h instead of 3 hours to travel from Logan 
to Wellesley (after taking two weeks to sentence 
her) the "Calendar Day Committee" gave her the 
full three-week penalty. This penalty seems ex-
- when the college was still closed. 
As her slip (reprinted below) shows, she · 
was even penalized for "missing a class" not for 
late arrival on campus: one wonders if those pen-
alizing her had heard their own ruling that calen-
dar day classes are no more. 
There seems very little reason for continuing 
calendar days in any form. Presumably a com-
munity of young scholars is mature enough to stay 
for classes without a social bull-whip, especially 
now that most post-vacation classes are also the 
first class of a new term. 
Requiring students to be on campus for cal-
endar days seems unnecessary and a bit silly. The 
inflexibility of this rule and the gravity of the pen-
anty for violators seems unfair and absurd. 




after a holiday 
Your request f or m1aa1ng a claH hW Al WjfJAbt/ Mt 
baa not been approved. 
Your request for excused early departure has not 
been approTed 
x Your request for excuaed late return has not been 
approved. 
If your request has not been approTed, your penalty 
would be __________________ _ 
3 weeks loss of socia l registration -- January 18 through Feb. 7. 
Forum Emits Heat and Light 
Rarely has any panel or symposium at Wel-
lesley provoked such interest, enthusiasm, and 
TALK as last weekend's Religious Forum, "Con-
science and Commitment." Not talk like "Did 
you go to the lecture?" "Yeah." "What did he 
say." "I don't know." But TALK. "Wasn't Kos-
man great?" "I've been thinking about what Rich-
ardson said all week-end." "We stayed in Pom un-
til 4:30 on Saturday, asking questions." The in-
formal tone and lively pace, the exchange of witty 
repartee as well as philosophic debate, the sparks 
that flew in Pendleton until the jaintors swept out 
the'building at 10:45, all provoked a really respon-
sive, intelligent audience. 
But will we applaud Mr. Schwaber's denun-
ciation of Wellesley on Saturday and fall back into 
our image on Monday? Too often, we look on 
classes and lectures as neatly-boxed, and prefab-
ricated breakfast food, even if it has the diversity 
of a Kellogg's Variety Pack. Instead, as Mr. Kos-
man pointed out, education should test one's val-
ues and beliefs, whether they start out as "liberal" 
or "conservative," and the true success comes in 
the process of thinking and choosing, not simply 
in change or stability for its own sake. If a lecture 
or discussion like the Religious Forum, troubles 
us, so much the better. Security is a warm blanket 
and a friend is someone who likes you, but a 
college education is a doorway, not a mirror. 
The decision to establish a grad-
uate record center at Wellesley 
lies with the Educational Testin1r 
Service in Princeton. Communica-
tions are currently under way be-
tween Wellesley and the ETS on 
this question. The two major crit-
eria are numbers and accessibility 
to other centers. There is an ade 
quate number of girls at Wellesley 
who take the exams. The main 
issue is that of accessibii/ty in view 
of tire existence of several centers 
in the Boston area. Presently the 
Peace Corps Test, the Federal Serv-
ice Exam, and tire National Secur-
ity A{!ency Exam are administered 
at Wellesley. 
To the Editor: 
Last November it seemed as though 
there were more people at the 6: 45 
Graduate Record breakfast than 
there frequently are at Friday night 
dinner. We are convinced the admin-
istration and faculty support gradu-
ate school applications because of 
their patience in writing letters of 
recommendation. We would like to 
know why the examinations are not 
given at Wellesley and to investigate 
the possibility of establishing a test-
ing center on campus, Endurance is 
proven by the nine-to-five exams; the 
added evidence of a 6:00 a.m. rising 
seems superfluous. We appreciate the 
buses which the college provides to 
Harvard and M.I.T. and offer a warn-
ing about choice of center. Simmo!ls 
library is a pleasant place to take 
the examinations, but is accessible 
only by M.T.A. 
Now, having successfully locared 
the Simmons center (with an extra 
hour to spend with the College Out-
line Series>, we can only hope the 
administration and faculty has not 
written recommendations in vain. 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Remage '66 
Liz Block '66 
Elena Wachong '66 
Barbara Clapp '56 
Sally Gregory '66 
Collette Wood '66 
Religious Forum 
To the Editor: 
I would like to congratulate Edna 
Hubbard and the members of Chapel 
Board who helped make the Religious 
Forum this week-end one of the most 
successful events at Wellesley in the 
past two years. The e!lthusiasm and 
interest generated made it truly ex-
citing to watch and participate in. 
And the conversations and interest 
did not end with the concludi!lg of 
the formal events, as is so often the 
case. 
It is true that no major issues were 
solved and no definite answers 
given, but are there any definite 
~olutio!ls? Perhaps by exploring the 
ideas further, as Mr. Denbeaux sug-
gested, we could discuss the ques-
tions from a slightly more concrete 
angle. I am sure that most of the 
oeople who attended, and those who 
were unable to, would love the op-
"Ortunity to continue the conference 
- because this is what Wellesley is 
111 about. 
Sincerely, 
B. K. Myerso!l '68 
Vil Juniors 
To the Editor: 
The Village Junior Selection Com-
mittee urges all members of the 
1Vellesley Community to suggest 
tho~e sophomores who they feel are 
most capable of being Village Juniors 
for the corning year. The Committee 
will select one Village Junior for 
each dormitory to help and guide 
freshmen, especially during their 
first weeks at Wellesley. Arno!lg 
those qualities which will be consid-
ered are attitude toward academic 
work, dependability, approachability, 
social presence and emotional stabil-
ity. The Committee hopes that letters 
of suggestion will discuss the nom-
inees in terms of these qualities. In 
order to have as wide an opinion as 
oossible, everyo!le is encouraged to 
!Pve serious consideration to the se-
lections and to make suggestions. 
Please send signed suggestions to 
the Village Junior Selection Commit-
tee, C. G. Office: Bil.lings by Wednes-
day, Feb. 16. 
Sincerely, 
Je!lllie Gerard '66 
Chairman, Village Junior 
Selection Committee 
AFTER-DINNER MUSIC IN 
MUNGER 
Sunday, February 6 
2 :15 P.M. 
PROGRAM 
Fantasia in C major, Op. 17 
Robert Schwna!l.n 
Deurchaus phantastisch und lei-
densh aftlich votzzutragen 
Massig. Durchaus energisch 
Lansam getragen. Durchweg 
leise zu halten 
Ballade in G minor, Op. 23, No. 1 
Frederic Chopin 
Lynn Tolkoff 1966, piano 
After-Dinner Music in Stone and 
Tower - Sunday, Feb. 13 
The political science department 
has announced the Woodrow Wil-
son Prize in Modem Politics. The 
prize will be awarded at Com-
mencement to the senior who sub-
mits the best essay on some mod-
em political problem. 
The rules of the competition 
are: 
1. Papers must be properly doc-
umented, must contain biblio-
graphies, and insOfar as possible, 
must be based on source material. 
2. Competitors must submit one 
typewritten copy of their papers. 
Carbons will be acoepted. 
3. Each copy must be signed by 
a pseudonym and be accompanied 
by a sealed envelope containing 
both the real name and the pseu-
donym of the competitor. 
4. Papers musf be left in Room 
234 Green, not later than 5 p.m. 
May L 
5. Honors papers submitted for 
special honors are not eligible. 
6. Papers submitted for other 
prizes are not eligible. 
7. The department reserves the 
right to withhold the award fa case 
no paper is sufficiently excellent 
to merit it. 
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Huge Lectures Flood Curriculum w ellesley Gets New Head As 
Due to the overwhelming success political science classes numbering ill~uipped for the "real world"; the Goldwater Attains Presidency 
of the two neYo lecture courses at close to forty. "Who are we to stem new courses are an attempt to rem· 
Wellesley this year, a majority of the tide of history, to stand in the edy the situation. It is also believed 
the courses offered in 196lH>7 will be way of progress?" she demanded. that suffering together will lend co-
of this type, the Curriculum Com- Furthermore, the committee be- hesiveness to the student body. 
mittee announced yesterday. lieves the conversion to large lecture A further advantage will be the 
The committee explained that, un- classes will be economically profit- opportunity to employ guest lecturers 
beknownst to the student body a'ld able. With the money saved by hiring from other schools. This might be 
faculty at large: the two courses this fewer teachers lthe aim is a student- extended to distinguished people b 
year had been "trial balloons," de- faculty ratio of 100 to 1 > the school the arts and public affairs. The 
signed to test the advisability of such will- be able to pay the night watch- school is also making tentative in-
a syste?1, while· masqueradi.n~ under men and campus police more mo:ley, quiries into renting a computer Cno, 
the guise of merely prov1dmg "a lengthening the curfew. Also being Eros is booked solid) to correct the 
different educational experience." planned is a new lecture hall, which objective tests administered in the 
Utmost Secrecy wi"ll accommodate everyone, and lectures. "Eventually," rumi!lated 
While w~ hastily scribbled notes, have double the number of doors, one far-sighted member, "we may be 
regarded sltdes, and spent a good 20 to facilitate faster entry a'ld exit. able to dispense with a faculty alto-
minutes each of the four times a Real World Outside gether." 
week we herded ourselves into and The spokesman also declared that The committee's plan was not 
out of Pendleton, sampling the glor- the majority of Wellesley girls are Continued on page three 
ies of Hellenic and Chinese civiliza-
tions, the Curriculum Committee, 
deep in the recesses of Green, was 
perfecting its program. 
The goal of this, Wellesley's first 
Five-Year Pia!!, is to convert all 
courses to "one big happy family 
type" classes of the Extradepart-
mental models, except for art studio 
courses, seminars, 290 and 350 work, 
and physical education courses. 
These will be retained in their pres-
ent form, in order to preserve the 
diversity upon which Wellesley has 
always prided itself. 
Plans for '66-67 
Next year, the committee indi-
cated, all 101 courses a!ld Bible 104 
<the obvious one l will go the way of 
Extradepartmental 101 and 220. ln 
addition, four additional required lec-
ture courses are to be introduced: 
Extradepartmental 102, 224, 225, and 
226, respectively lnlroduction to Of-
fice Skills, Urban Planning, Subur-
ban Planning, and Rural Planning. 
Senate Declares Its Own End, 
Blames Fall On Loss Of Faith 
Senale is no more! 
In one of its first decisive moves 
this year Senate "voted to dissolve it-
self in an emergency meeting called 
Tuesday night by Louise Knight '66, 
president of College Government. 
Inability to Decide 
Louise told the members of the 
body that numerous occasions this 
year have pointed up Senate's inabil-
ity to reach a decision. She noted 
that students were becoming increas-
ingly more skeptical of Senate's pow-
er. This student body skepticism had 
caused the officers of C. G. to re-
examine the bureaucratic set-up, and 
it was their mutual decision that the 
reasons for the skepticism of the stu-
dent body were indeed well founded. 
decisions will now go through Mrs. 
Eleanor Tenney, director of resi-
dence. It was suggested that petitions 
requesting change could be presented 
to her and she could then decide on 
these as they came to her. 
Wellesley's student government 
body is not the first to come to a 
renlization of its lhr..;.alion::.. lkst 
year the Harvard Undergraduate 
Council disbanded itself because they 
felt that their decisions which were 
numerous and often excellent went 
unheeded. Being only a student or-
ganization. they would only pass their 
recommendations on to the admin-
istration. 
Wellesley's College Government ob-
viously did not have this problem as 
both facully and administration rep-
resentatives were members of it. Its 
sole inadequacy was a terrible in-
ability to make decisions. 
by Burbery Eden '66 
Barry Goldwater will be the ninth 
president of Wellesley College. 
The surprise announcement came 
from Mr. John R. Quarles, chair-
man of the Board of Trustees, during 
a chapel talk this morning to about 
30 people. The ex-senator from Ari-
zona and candidate for the presidency 
in 1964 is expected to arrive on the 
Wellesley campus shortly after gradu-
ation this June. 
Board Delighted 
Mr. Quarles said "The Board is de-
lighted that Sen. Goldwater has ac-
cepted our offer. We feel that his 
acceptance signals a new era in Wel-
lesley's history, one which may be 
marked by no more significant 
change than that of having a man in 
the president's house across the 
lake." 
His statement continued, "In this 
age when the whole world is moving 
and changing at incredible speeds we 
feel the need for at least some people, 
no matter how insignificant they may 
seem in the overall picture, to tak2 
life easier and slower, reflecting ser-
iously on decisions before enacting 
them. 
"We feel that there is no better 
place for this reflection to take place 
than at Wellesley. We are here work-
ing with some of the brightest minds 
in the country, young ladies who in 
their later lives will probably exert 
great influence in all spheres of life. 
If we can infuse in them this need 
for reflection, the effects may be 
widespread indeed." 
Mr. Goldwater, in a telephone in-
terview, said "I am overn\lielmed at 
Wellesley's offer. I have never 
worked in a segregated, as opposed to 
a co-ed atmosphere, and I am cer-
Continued on page four 
Administrator Defines, Defends 
Prohibition of Autos on Campus 
hy I. Wanda Kerr 
We regret to report that Miss 
Timorous Bureaucracy of Welltrod-
den College has been found to have 
lost her grasp on reality. This was 
brought to the attention of this re-
porter when one of our representa-
tives sought out the director of regi-
mental science in her office in Gru-
men Hall. Upon entering her office, 
our representative found Miss T. B. 
in a state of collapse, muttering into 
the telephone: "No. It's a rule. 
There's nothi:lg I can do about it." 
Several reasons were presented 
for the change in curriculum. A 
spokesman for the committee said 
they believed they were following lhe 
wave of the future. "Those small, 
informal lecture-discuss ions were all 
very well," she remarked, "but just 
loo anachronistic." 
New Wave Sweeps Already 
The spokesman sai0 the new wave 
was already sweeping through Wel-
lesley, with individual departments 
manifestbg its influence. She cited 
as examples the introductory lectures 
in psychology and physics, and the 
less noticeable, but nonetheless real. 
move toward larger class size in gen-
eral, leading to biology labs and 
Pam Leach '66, chief justice, sup-
ported Louise and noted that in a sur-
vey conducted by a psychology stu-
dent this fall it was found that only 
about 3'~ of the students put any 
confidence in Senate as a body cap-
able of instituting change. ··rr vou 
have lost the faith and support of 
your constitutents." she concluded. 
"you have really lost your reason 
for being." 
Admission of Freshmen Contingent Upon 
Commitment to Compulsory Loyalty Oath 
At first, our representative was 
somewhat confused, and since the 
reason for her visit to Miss Timorous 
B.'s was the usual query concerning 
mobilized student recreation, she na-
turally assumed that Miss T. B. was 
talking to her. However, after the 
fiflee!lth repetition of "No. It's a 
rule . . . etc." our representative 
thought "someone must fix her 
broken record." She therefore has-
tened to call the Student Health Serv-
ices, who responded later that after-
noon and eventually placed Miss T. 
B. under heavy sedation. 
What Next? 
It is unclear exactly how the decis-
ions which should have been made by 
Senate will be made in the future. It 
is likely that all social regulation 
Mobile Savage Poses Threat 
For Life, Liberty, Sappi11ess 
Astounded by a'ld determined to 
keep pace with the new emphasis on 
conscience and commitment, Welles-
ley administrators will institute a 
Loyalty Oath to the Grey Book. In-
coming freshmen, as of 1966, will be 
asked to sign the oath when they re-
ceive their letter of acceptance. 
"I don't understand the confusion 
between ctioosing and being chosen," 
said a no!l-philosophical member of 
the administration. "Wellesley girls 
are chosen to come here, and when 
London, SNAFU Press Service -
Reliable sores today disclothed· the 
~xistence of a plot to undermind the 
life, liberty, and sappiness of Betty 
Boil, recently read wife of Cheatle 
Gorge Horrible. 
The Behest is Yet to Come 
One raving retorter was lucky 
enough to. get an exclusive interview 
with Brian Throwstein, reported mud-
dlemind of the anti-Boil movement. 
Mr. Throwstein, who has eluded re-
torters' questions for seeks on end, 
became '\'edged into a turnstile in 
Hyde Park as he was carrying a 
home-made bombe <chocolate l to-
ward the Serpentine, where he 
pfanned to deposit his prize in a 
boot on which the lubbers were to 
fake a midnight sale. "Nothing but 
the benest for our little fiends," 
grinned Mr. Throwstein through a 
mass of naturally curly teeth. 
"Call me Muddle," said Mr. 
Throwstein i:l response to our re-
torter's overtures. 1 Unfortunately, they choose to accept, they choose 
his journalistic prelude. allemande, freely to obey all the rules and com-
courante, sarabande, and gigue went mit themselves to the Wellesley way 
UQIJotjced. l "No dubbed aboot hit, of life." 
I'll be gladstone to ·rcll all aboot our Escort: Messiah 
little scheme, whilst m'friend Robert, 
the goo ge!lunarmed here, gets me This committment, she continued. is 
out of this tight spot to which my binding, not only during the four 
usual inimitable stile has brought years in college, but throughout life, 
since "whatever one commits oneself 
me." "Call me bobby," said the po-
licemat with a lift of his hut. to has an indefatigable hold on one." 
Taking Spastic Action Even if the Messiah comes, a girl 
"You know, of course, lub," con- must sign out to see him, at a proper 
tinhughed Muddle, "none of us here address, she said. 
at ANTI ever anti this pated, wot The Freshmen will sign the oath 
with our finking that Gorge was jest without seeing a copy of the Grey 
a boy next bore and all that, 1 mea!I, Book ; it is assumed that the name of 
wot with a name like Gorge Hor- Wellesley is enough to insure their 
rible, wot means "ugly throat" in perma!lent loyalty. 
French, not to mention a cistern like Lady Wanted 
Louise Horrible Scaldwell, wot even A member of the Bible Department 
claims direct de-scented from Ae•h- applauded the trend toward further 
elred the Unwashed. But stra:lge it commitment. "We are all looking 
tizzy, Gorge's merry seamy to have I for a general rule to tell us What To 
Continued on page four Do i!I every situation," he comment-
ed. '"This new policy will, metaphori-
cally speaking, pull us out of the 
Wasteland by our bootstraps.'' 
The head of the psychiatric service 
added that the loyalty pledge should 
help solve the number of Identity 
Problems. "When a girl has an J.P. 
in the future, she need only go to the 
Grey Book to find the a!lswer. All 
problems, of course, have answers." 
"We want lo take the doubt out of 
Free Trees, Please 
After prolonged investigation it was 
found that the director of regimental 
science had been talking to her Bos-
ton psychiatrist at the time of suf-
fering a mild collapse. Due to the 
present transit strike she was unable 
to reach him by means other than 
telephone. 
the slogan 'I am a Wellesley girl Further complications of the other-
and, I hope, a lady,' " he said. "We wise straightforward case presented 
want to eliminate the 'hope.' " by Miss T. B. 's succombing to emo-
No Time Like Present tional upheaval were revealed today 
He added that extending the time- when Miss T. B. eluded the guards 
honored code of the Grey Book into at her infirmary door and frolicked 
adult life would produce happier civic amid the 480 wooded acres of Well-
leaders. He agreed with the presi- trodden College. When found by Sam-
dent and other admi!listrators that uel Onhistoos, the security policeman 
the oath must be enforced on one's well know!! to us all, she was chant-
husband and children also. No longer. ing: "Free the trees, but don't cut 
he noted, will the whereabouts and them down, there's no room to park 
activities of family members be a in Founders. 
suspicious my:::tery, no lo!lger need Rest assured, members of the Well-
drinking and driving threaten to dis- trodden College community, Miss T. 
rupt the harmony of gracious com- B. is again resting comfortably un-
munity Jiving. der the individual attention which 
A few faculty members were seen our small college prides itself on 
picketing Green Hall, but they obvi- administering. She has begun to em-
ously belong to the "Alienated Gen- broider her white muslin hospital 
eration." Students were reportedly gowns with the initials NETT. No, 
pla!lning a Grey Book burning, but the she's !1ot moonlighting, friends. When 
administration r~gards such protests i!llerviewed Miss T. B. explained: 
as "creeping crimsonism," a:ld urges "It stands for No Exception To Tra-
students to make a wholehearted dition." 
commitment to the college of their I Best Wi!-hes, 2\liss T. B., for a 
choice. speedy recovery. 
